Physics Knowledge Map - Electricity

Batteries

A battery is an object that
transfers energy from
chemical reactions to
electrical energy.

In a battery, negatively
charged particles, called
electrons. move as a
results of chemical
changes. This flow of
electrons forms the
electric current.

Two different metals
inserted into a fruit can
attract charged particles to
make a fruit battery.

Current and
Voltage
Current is the rate of flow of
charge (negatively charged
electrons).
Current is measured in amperes
(A) using an ammeter.

When a battery is connected,
the electrons in all parts of the
wires within the circuit move at
the same time, in the same
direction and at the same rate.

Voltage is a measure of the size
of 'push' that causes a current
to flow around a circuit.
If there is no voltage, then there
can be no current flowing
because there is nothing to push
the charge to move

Resistance

Circuits

In electrical circuits, electrical
resistance opposes the 'push'
provided by the voltage. The
overall current flowing
through the circuit, therefore,
depends on both the voltage
and the resistance. All
components in a circuit proide
some resistance.

An electric circuit is a loop
of wire with its ends
connected to an energy
source, such as a battery or
cell.

Variable and fixed resistors
can be added to a circuit to
control the current flowing
through components.

Devices such as light bulbs,
motors, resistors and
buzzers are components
that can be added to a
electrical circuit.

Conductors have low resistance
because they have many free
electrons that can move when
voltage is applied. But insulators have
high resistance because their
electrons are more tightly bound.
Resistance is measured in ohms (Ω)
and calculated using the formula:

Series and
Parallel Circuits

In a series circuit:
All components are connected,
one after another, in a complete
loop with no branches and there
is only one path that the current
can take. The voltage is shared
between the components.
An ammeter will show the same
reading in all parts of the circut,
but the voltage is divided
between the components.

Applying
Circuits

Any electrical object that is
plugged into the mains
supply or that uses a battery
contains circuits.

Most circuits are conected in
parallel, incuding household
lighting and overhead train
cables.

In a parallel circuit:

Series circuits are less
common and are usually
used in circut breakers
(safety devices).

Each component is connected
separately in its own loop with
there being different branches for
the current to follow.

Most circuits are a
combinaton of series and
parallel, called series-parallel
circuits.

The voltage is same in all parts of
the circuit but the current splits
up between each branch/loop.

Resistance = voltage / current

Keywords you should be confident with by the end of this topic
The symbol for voltage is V and
the unit is volts (V). It can be
measured using a voltmeter.

A potential difference is a
dfference in charge across a cell
or battery.
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